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CHAPTER 5: 

CONCLUSION 

 
Based on the analysis of chapter 3, through intrinsic approach which 

consisting of characterization by showing and telling method, plot and setting and 

then the writer also elaborate with the extrinsic to analyze this novel. The writer uses 

the concept of obsessive love to describe the personality of Rob Hoyle. The 

characterization, setting, and plot of this novel support the concept of obsessive 

love.  The  result  of  intrinsic  approach  the  writer  elaborates  with  extrinsic 

approach. It proves that the theme of this novel is Obsessive Love. This is because 

of Rob Hoyle as the character that the writer analyzes shows his obsessive love 

personality toward David Martin in the way he behaves. 

 

Rob Hoyle’s obsessive love starts the moment he sees David Martin for 

the  first  time  in  Adele  Rutherford-Campbell’s  house.  Since  that  moment  he 

decides that he has to have David no matter what it takes. He even sacrifices his 

friendship with Adele Rutherford-Campbell and manipulates her to swap body 

with him just to kills her and takes over her body in order to have David.  As in 

chapter 4 analysis about Rob Hoyle’s obsessive love, even though by pretends to be 

Adele he gets to married to David Martin and becomes Adele Martin but it still not 

enough for him. He manipulates David so that David can never leave him. As 

David’s wife, Adele Martin always monitors David whenever he is. She also restricts 

David’s freedom because she always jealous to whoever gets too close with David. 

She considers every person that close to David as a threat to her marriage with 

David. She does not hesitate to do anything to make sure no one would take David 

away from her. When David falls in love with Louise, she does her   manipulations   

to   ruin   David   and   Louise’s   relationship.   When   her manipulations do not 

work she gets rid of Louise and then takes over Louise’s body so that she can be 

with David again. The moral teaching of this research is we should build a love 

relationship that based in trust, caring, respect, and honesty instead of a love 

relationship that based on fear, possessiveness, and jealousy like what obsessive 

lovers does. 
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According to this research, it is potential for the next research to analyze 

Behind Her Eyes through another approaches or conccepts. This research also can 

introduce  the  student  of  English  Language  and  Culture  Department  about 

obsessive love in literary work. This research also can use as comparison to write for 

a better analysis in the future. 


